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Danish Perceptions and West Indian
Realities: Slavery in the
Danish West Indies
by KAREN FOG OLWIG
The year 1987 marked the 70th anniversary of the sale of
the Danish West Indies to the United States of America.
With the sale of the three small islands of St. Thomas, St.
Croix and St. John, Denmark had disposed of all her tropical
colonies, which at one time had included possessions on the
Gold Coast in Africa, the present Ghana, and in
southeastern India, most importantly T rankebar. 1
Danes never constituted a major segment of the population in these colonies, but relied to a great extent upon
planters and merchants from other European countries for
investment and economic activity in the area. 2 In the case of
the Danish West Indies, British plantation owners were
dominant on St. Croix; Dutch plantation owners on St.
John, especially in the early period, and a multitude of
nationalities operated in the harbor city of Charlotte Amalie
on St. Thomas, which was one of the great entrepots in the
Caribbean. Only the colonial administration was run exclusively by Danes. The Danish Lutheran church was just one
among several denominations such as the Anglicans, the
Moravians, the Catholics and the Dutch Reformed. Danish,
though the official language of the colony, was spoken only
by a small minority. English was the main language on St.
Croix, Dutch Creole (a mixture of Dutch, African and
English elements) on St. Thomas and St. John until the 19th
century, when English became the common language on all
three islands.

The main link between Denmark and the colony was
clearly economic. Denmark profited from the importation
and further processing of raw materials like sugar; from
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trade, notably of slaves; and from the revenues that were
collected in the Danish West Indies on trade and sugar
production in particular. 3 One would therefore expect that
even the former Danish West Indies, the last of the tropical
possessions to be sold by Denmark in 1917, would long have
been forgotten by the Danes. This is not the case, however.
During the last 30 years, in particular, Danes have shown
an increasing interest in the former Danish West Indies. This
popular interest initially was generated, to a great extent, by
the publication of Thorkild Hansen's trilogy, Slavernes Kyst,
Slavernes Skibe and Slavernes 0er (1967-70). The
publication of the first volume coincided with the 50th
anniversary of the sale of the islands in 1967 which was celebrated in Denmark and the American Virgin Islands. The
anniversary celebrations led to the initiation of exchange
visits by groups of Danes and Virgin Islanders, which still
take place and are organized by the Danish West Indian
Society in Denmark and the sister organization The Friends of
Denmark in the Virgin Islands. In 1976, the Danish Queen
paid an official visit to the Virgin Islands during her grand
tour of the U.S.A. in connection with the American Bicentennial. Since then Danish travel bureaus have had charter
tours to the American Virgin Islands, still called the Danish
West Indies by Danes. At the time of the Queen's visit to the
West Indies, Danish television produced a series on the
emancipation of the slaves in 1848, based on Preben
Raml0v's novel Massa Peter, published in 1967. More
recently, in the spring of 1987, a commercial film, Peter van
Scholten, was released on the same topic, but it focused
almost entirely on the Danish governor Peter von Scholten,
who emancipated the slaves, rather than on the general social
situation. It was sponsored by the Danish Film Institute and
is one of the most ambitious and expensive film projects
ever undertaken in Denmark.
This film, I believe, captures some of the main reasons
why Danes remain so interested in their last possession in the
tropics. The film deals with a period in time when Denmark
was a colonial power, possessing such gems as the plantation
society on St. Croix and the international entrepot on St.
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Thomas. The film, which takes place in the last period of
slavery, when planters and merchants were leading lives on a
grand scale, thus reaffirms the fact that Denmark once partook of the riches that were held by leading powers such as
England and France. Since Denmark obviously no longer is a
major international power, it is fitting, however, that the
film also depicts the downfall of colonial society. This is
shown here to have been initiated by the abolition of slavery
by a warm and generous governor, who was sympathetic to
the slaves and wished to avoid bloodshed on the islands. 4
The events surrounding the emancipation of the slaves, I
would argue, support important aspects of Danish cultural
identity: a past of grandeur sacrificed on the altar of
humanity when the downtrodden were emancipated in a
civil manner and a savage confrontation avoided. I would
further suggest that these character traits of lost greatness
and noble humanity are strongly reflected in Danish
attitudes toward the Danish West Indies. These attitudes are
perhaps most apparent in the descriptions of the Danish
West Indies written by Danes. Thus many of the historical
accounts are best described as myths that attempt to erect an
image of Danish culture and personality. I shall try to
examine some of the historical descriptions in this light, in
the process presenting another, perhaps more realistic view
of the islands' history.
A past of grandeur . ..
During the slave period, the proverb "Rich as a West
Indian planter" became popular in Denmark. It had originated partly because of the lifestyle of West Indian planters
visiting in Denmark, partly because of the descriptions of the
West Indian plantations published in Denmark. The planter
McEvoy, who left Whim Plantation on St. Croix to settle in
Copenhagen in 1820, impressed the whole city when he
renovated a palace in grand style. He installed gas lighting in
the palace as the first in Denmark, and had to equip the royal
palace with gas lights also in order not to outdo the King. No
wonder rumor had it that he dined on gold plates!
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The accounts of planter life which reached Denmark lent
plenty of fuel to the impression of West Indian planters as
unbelievably wealthy. The school master Hans West, who
lived on St. Croix during the late 18th century, described
plantations stocked with as many as 24 of the finest horses so
that the planter family could ride in carriage and four in the
best of style (West 1790: 3). Planter life apparently was one
constant round of elegant parties in the spacious great houses
which the Danish naval officer Hans Birch Dahlerup called
castles. He visited the Danish West Indies during the late period
of slavery, when Peter von Scholten was governor-general, and
described dinners consisting of the choicest meats as well as
exotic seafood and fruits never heard of in Denmark. The
food was eaten on the most exquisite china and accompanied
by the finest European wines drunk in crystal glasses.
Apparently the most lavish party took place on the Danish
Queen's birthday in the ballroom of government house on St.
Croix. The ladies wore gowns from Paris and London and
jewels so magnificent that their equal had never been seen at
the royal balls in Europe. The men's suits or uniforms were
done by the most exquisite tailors in London or Paris
(Dahlerup 1909).
The luxurious life style naturally required a great number
of servants, and it was perhaps this lavish use of domestics
that most impressed the Danes. Johan Lorentz Carstens, who
held plantations on St. Thomas and St. John in the first half
of the 18th century, thus described the following as common
practice among the white population:
The lord or master has his male slaves, the lady or
mistress has her female slaves, the children also
have their own according to their sex, so that the
most superior can have in their houses 16-24 such
servants or attendants surrounding them, but a
common citizen only 2-4; this is according to the
honor and rank, and the size of the household. All
these house slaves must serve and wait, wherever
their master or mistress either sit, lie, walk, stand,
or where they travel back and forth (Carstens 1981
[1740erne]: 79-80).
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The Danes who heard about these practices interpreted
them as a sign of the fact that West Indian planters possessed
incredible riches and this led to their becoming a yardstick
for grandeur, hence the proverb "Rich as a West Indian
planter."
Historical research on the Danish West Indies, however,
has shown, that the West Indian wealth depicted was rather
flimsy. Only during periods of greatest prosperity did the
plantations generate the vast profits that were associated
with the West Indian colonies. As soon as sugar prices
decreased and the conditions for sugar cultivation worsened,
the economic foundation of the planter society deteriorated.
Many of the plantations became heavily mortgaged, and
they changed hands quite rapidly, as the owners became
unable to pay their debts. The planters' life style clearly did
not always match the economic reality of plantation society.
This living beyond their means is thought to be one of the
reasons why the plantation economy collapsed after the
emancipation of the slaves in the middle of the 19th century.
Sacrificed on the altar of humanity . ..
The Danes' conception of their own history emphasizes
that they were quite humane in their treatment of the slaves,
who, regrettably, were regarded as necessary for sugar production at that time. In a sort of comparative ethnography of the
world from 1837, one Danish author stated that "the
Negroes who live under Danish sovereignty are the best off,
for the Danish slave laws are mild and humane" (Monrath:
114). A geographical-statistical work on Denmark from
1853, admits that the treatment of the slaves was somewhat
harsh in earlier times, but states that the slave owners on the
Danish islands "always stayed clear of the abuses that have
made Negro slavery an object of general disapproval and put
it under the ban of civilization" (Bergs0e 612-13). Different
versions of such statements reappear in various works
throughout the 19th and even 20th century.
Though the Danish administrative practice may have contained liberal elements, descriptions of slaves from the
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period reveal that the way in which the white plantation
society regarded the slaves was anything but humane. The
Danish civil servant and plantation owner Reimert Haagensen, writing in 1758, described the Blacks as "made to be
thralls, in that they can't conceive of anything but constant
labor ... their black skin witnesses their evilness and their
predestined thralldom, so it is reasonable that they ought not
have any freedom" (1758: 51). The planter Carstens, writing
in the 1840s, regarded the slaves as wild, heathen savages.
He stated: "some are more savage, murderous and devilish
than others and deal with witchcraft and devil-fantasy", and
he compared the slaves' appearance and habits with those of
animals (1981: 83, 90, 94). Such perceptions of the slaves
hardly constituted merely spontaneous reactions towards
exotic strangers. The relegation of the Blacks to animal
status seems to be a means of rationalizing the exploitation
of the slaves' labor power in the fashion of beasts of burden.
This accords well with descriptions of the way in which the
plantations were run in the Danish West Indies during the
18th century. They all document an inhuman work day
consisting only of hard, physical toil to which slaves were
"driven" with whip and stick, as if they were beasts. The
actual plantation labor lasted about 12 hours, six days a
week (outside of harvest, which lasted dose to half a year and
Saturday was a half day). To this workday one should add
the substantial labor required for the subsistence of the
slaves' households.

When the downtrodden were emancipated . ..
Close scrutiny of the plantation society which emerged in
the West Indies reveals that the descriptions of slaves as
animals, whose brute strength was to be exploited as
efficiently as possible, did not entirely reflect the reality of
life on the island. Just as the planters were neither as rich nor
as humane as depicted, they were not as much in control of
the slaves, as they would have been, had the slaves really
been domesticated beasts of burden.
A journal from Carolina Plantation on St. John from the
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years 1766-67 shows, for example, that a fair proportion of
the slaves did not do any work for the plantation. Of the
approximately 90 adult slaves, between seven and 21 were
ill; 10-11 were manqueroons, i.e., disabled who had no labor
power to offer the plantation at all, and anywhere from one
to eight were maroons, i.e., run-aways from the plantation.
This clearly shows that the classification and utilization of
slaves as beasts was not fully realized in daily life. The fact
that more than 10 % of the adult slaves were disabled proves
that the slave owners, despite everything, recognized the
slaves as human beings and let them live even when they
were unproductive and an economic burden. Maroonage
from the plantations, furthermore, was a clear sign of the
wish for self-determination displayed by the slaves toward
the plantations and the inability of the plantation owners to
control the slaves (SAA 62).
It was the slaves' culture, however, which most effectively subverted the slaves' inhuman status and put to shame
the planters' view of them as savage brutes. I would argue
that it was largely this Afro-Caribbean culture which freed
the slaves. Thus the Danish governor-general Peter von
Scholten's importance in emancipation largely can be seen as
being a recognition of the de facto independence of the slaves
and of the long and short run impossibility of holding them
in bondage. The Afro-Caribbean culture developed on the
basis of an extensive economy and family system created by
the slaves. Since I have documented this culture most fully
for St. John, I shall draw largely on my study of that island,
though reference will be made to St. Thomas and St. Croix
as well (Olwig 1985).
On St. John it was common practice to release slaves
from the plantation work for a couple of hours at noon and
all day Sunday in order to cultivate their subsistence crops.
In clearings made in the wooded mountain sides surrounding
the plantation fields, the slaves in times of plentiful rain
produced enough vegetables and small stock to make them
largely independent of the plantations. Many even had a
surplus which they marketed, either through informal
exchanges of goods on St. John, or, through a more formal
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system of trade, with the neighboring island of St. Thomas.
The presence of large markets on St. Croix as well as St.
Thomas indicates that a similar practice was current on those
islands.
The planters and administrative authorities chose to
ignore this economic activity as far as possible. Nonetheless
there were times when they had to face the fact that there
was an extensive economic system about which they had
little knowledge, and which they did not control. Thus the
Danish administrator was quite surprised, if not bewildered,
when he learned that the house of the elderly "royal slave"
Matheus, which was located on a bay, served as storage
place for products that the slaves wished to ship from St.
John to St. Thomas (LA 58: May 20, 1796). The planters
usually prohibited their slaves from traveling to the market
on St. Thomas, fearing that they would run away. Most
slaves therefore had to trade through boat captains, many of
whom were free colored. Even though the planters were not
happy about this trade, they accepted it, because they did
not want to invest in importations of food stuffs and other
necessities which slaves were able to obtain themselves
through their economic system. It was becoming
increasingly apparent, however, that this slave economy
presented not just a strategy of survival, but had become a
means of maintaining traditions concerning horticulture and
trade that most slaves knew from Africa. The planters, in
other words, had opened the door not just to a convenient
subsistence economy that would save them money, but also
to a cultural system that could not be controlled, once it was
reconstituted on the islands (cf. Mintz 1974).
The slaves also created extensive family networks. While
the African slaves were confined to forming fictive kinship
among slaves originating from the same part of Africa, or
having arrived together on the same boat, the creole slaves
created large families through their children. A slave child
always belonged to the mother's estate, and those slaves who
were born and reared on their mother's estate therefore were
surrounded by maternal kin. If the father belonged to the
same estate, his kinsmen also were present. In many
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instances, however, this was not the case, because with the
widening of kin relations through the mother, slaves often
began to choose partners on other plantations. On these
estates the slave group was essentially one big family. The
slave John William of Brownsbay thus described a common
situation, when he explained to the administrator that,
whereas his father did not belong to his plantation, his
mother and eight brothers did, and that he was, besides
"related to almost the entire stock of the plantation" (LA 42:
June 25, 1845).
Most adult slaves lived in separate households in small
huts, but, as court records reveal, there was lively exchange
between households with relatives giving each other foodstuffs and helping one another care for the small children.
Among the examples can be mentioned Thomas, a carpenter
on Carolina Plantation, who usually went to his grandmother's house for meals (LA 41: August 5, 1839); Rebecca,
a house slave on Parforce, who sent cooked food every day
for her mother, who lived by herself and was seventy years
old and incapable of working (LA 39: May 22, 1824); Petrus
of Reefbay Plantation, who chopped wood for his aunt
Juliana, when she was slaughtering a pig, for which he
received a big piece of meat as thanks (LA 35: April 19,
1847); or Christian of Cinnamonbay, whose mother Rebecca
and sister Esther often looked after his children, who were
living with their mother; Penny, on Rustenberg because it
was difficult for Penny and her mother who suffered from
leprosy, to take care of them (LA 42: November 7, 1843).
The plantations obviously benefited from the presence of
this Afro-Caribbean culture with its extensive production of
subsistence goods, exchange of goods and trade of produce,
as well as the strong community of kindred who supported
and helped the weaker slaves. It was, in fact, this culture
which formed the real basis of the slaves' continued existence
and thus the survival of the plantation economy which
depended on slave labor. The very same Afro-Caribbean
culture which made European plantation production
possible also gave the slaves a measure of autonomy and
independence, however. And the slaves' self-contained
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activities placed increasing pressure on the Europeans'
position of domination and superiority.

In a civil manner . ..
One of the ways in which the planters attempted to deal
with the problem of controlling the slaves was by seeking
recourse in the legal system. The Danish Law, propagated by
Christian the Fifth in 1683, formed the official basis of the
legal code in the Danish West Indies. The colonial judges
were presented with the rather difficult task of administering
this law, containing no provisions for slaves, on islands
dominated by the institution of slavery. Generally, slaves
were bracketed along with the plantations' stock, and when
slaves were abducted from the Danish West Indies to be sold
on other islands, for example, the guilty were judged according to a paragraph dealing with flagrant theft of horses or
large cattle in the field (Olsen 1983: 306-7).
Two slave codes were drawn up in the 1700s in order to
make provisions for the special conditions of slavery in the
Danish West Indies. Furthermore, a number of local
ordinances and placards were published. The primary
purpose of these was to "protect the slave owners' property
right against - paradoxically - the property itself, which
had the quality of being able to oppose the owner" (ibid.:
307). Thus the legal measures prohibited various forms of
behavior on the part of the slaves, such as the usage of
"Negro instruments" at gatherings, or witchcraft. They made
it illegal for the slaves to sell their produce, whether on the
plantations or at the market, unless they were registered and
issued permits as sellers by the authorities. A regulation
limited the slaves' visiting on other plantations and their
movement in towns were circumscribed by certain rules
(Hall 1977).
The White planter class attempted to hold its ground
against the slaves with the help of not just these written
regulations, but, perhaps more importantly, through the
application of a long series of unwritten rules that distanced
them as much as possible from the slaves. It was, naturally,
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quite unheard of for the Whites to have social intercourse
with slaves. And it was an unwritten law, that needed no
formal sanction, that the Whites were not to marry slaves
(Oldendorp 1786: 240). It was tacitly accepted, however,
that white men use slave women sexually, as long as this
occurred discreetly and did not lead to any social contact outside the purely sexual contact. Using them as sexual objects
fit the general view of slaves as objects to be used by the
whites. It was quite unacceptable for white women to have
any contact with slaves, however, because this might result
in the birth of mulatto children that, according to slave law,
belonged to the mother's owner, (i.e. the mother herself, who
might wish to keep the child). The few times that white
women of the planter class had mulatto children, they were
brought to court and punished severely. When, for example,
Anna Dekooning gave birth out of wedlock to a child of
"color a Negro" the court on St. John banished her from the
Danish West Indies and denied her "all the capital she
possesses ... for her comitted promiscuity and frivolous connection ... with a heathen and black slave" (LA 64: February
14, June 9, 1758). Any kind of publicly known fraternizing
with the slaves seems to have led to the white person being
ostracized. An example of this is Lieutenant Stump, who
found that the white women refused to dance with him at a
ball on Caneel Bay, because he had formerly been seen
dancing with slaves on the plantation (LA 67: November 28,
1778).
The planters also sought to lead a way of life that was as
far removed as possible from that of the slaves. Thus the
luxurious life style, which so much impressed the Danish
visitors to the island, can be regarded as a psychological
means of putting the slaves in their place vis-a-vis the
planters. In the long run, it also helped put many of the
planters out of business, however, and it contributed toward
the development of a sort of degenerate culture among the
planter class. Several of the writers of the slave period thus
describe the planters' life style as characterized by round-theclock laziness, as opposed to the slaves' drudgery from
morning to night. According to Carstens, whites were "very
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indolent, to the point that they do not have to move their
hand to move anything from one place to another; yes, they
are so lazy that a slave with a wisp must at all times follow
them to their secret room" (he means that whites were so
lazy that they didn't even wipe themselves).
While the men spent some time during the day supervising the plantations, the womens' lives are described as
entirely useless. According to Hans West, it was not particularly exciting to be a white woman in the West Indies:
The women lead very restricted lives and have little
fun ... Their only parade takes place, when they let
themselves be invited to tea treats or tea water.
They convene at 5 o'clock in the stiffest manner,
enjoy a cup of tea water as strong as lye, eat different kinds of jam and baked goods, doing this almost without speaking one single word to each
other; finally after about one hour they take their
leave, thus putting an end to their pretty merriment
. . . The restricted life on the part of the women
makes them at all times so withdrawn that one
hardly sees them smile. And just as one truthfully
can say that their conduct is unusually modest, I
cannot deny either that this modesty develops into
a stiffness and indescribable boredom in all their
behavior (West 1790: 80-81).
This passive existence, where physical activity was kept
at a minimum apparently led to complete immobility on the
part of some white women. Thus the court records from St.
John mention a Madame Wood who, unfortunately, was not
able to bear witness at the court because of her corpulence.
This meant also that she "hardly can attend church, and
when this happens she must be carried by 8 to 10 Negroes in
a hammock" (LA 65: August 24, 1761).
In the long run, the planter class did not succeed in
keeping a cultural distance from the slaves. The house slaves
were very adept in imitating their masters' life style, and
Hans West described them as "lazy, evil and proud."
According to him, it was impossible for the masters to
prevail upon "the one who cooks, to sweep a room, or the
-16-

one who sweeps to wash a piece of clothing, yes not even the
seamstress to mend." West admits, however, that the planter
class was partly at fault, because the slaves had become
whimsical and lazy under the influence of the Creole
mistresses who were so taken by vanity that they must "have
their tables surrounded by Negroes and Negresses. . . and
can hardly see a beautiful Negress without demanding to
have her" (West, 1790: 45, 48).
The most serious threat to the rigid segregation of the
population was posed by the great number of children who
resulted from the sexual unions which took place between
white men and black women. Many of the mulatto children
were freed by their father along with the mother of the
children, and gradually a third group of free colored therefore
emerged which broke down the cleavage between the white
masters and the black slaves. They made a living as, for
example, traders, artisans, fishermen and sailors, looking for
occupational niches that were not filled by slaves or whites.
Some of the free colored adopted the whites' life style in
order to set themselves apart from the black slaves, and in
doing so created much uneasiness among the whites who saw
their turf being invaded by halfcastes who could not be contained by slave regulations. West, for example, describes
with scorn how these free colored regarded themselves as
gentlemen and ladies and greeted each other in this tone:
"How do jou do Sir. I hope jou well Mam (Madam)" (1790:
48). While West praised the modesty of the white women, he
despised the immodesty of their colored sisters, who, to him,
appeared to parody the white life style:
With gravity these arrogant queens with slow steps
shoot their proud bodies forward through the
street, decorated with straw hats or fine English
Castor hats, long gold earrings, gold necklaces,
several rings on all their yellow fingers, and bracelets; dressed in magnificent clothing of expensive
English or East Indian print, the finest muslin, or
clear cambric with long trains, which, flopping
along the street, announce their standing (Ibid: 48).
Even though many whites did not approve of this new class
-17-

of free colored, the colonial administration saw in it a possibility of creating a buffer zone between the master class, the
state administration, and the slaves. Thus the free colored
were granted a number of privileges during the last part of
the slave period, not the least by governor Peter von
Scholten .

. . . and a savage confrontation avoided
During the period of slavery, two sharply segregated
social, economic and cultural groups emerged in the Danish West Indies. Danes would like to see these groups as a
powerful class of planters, who mined the islands of
incredible riches, as witnessed by their luxurious life style,
and a powerless mass of slaves, mindlessly toiling for their
mighty owners. According to this view, the Danish administration realized the unjust nature of this system and freed the
slaves, in the process sacrificing the plantation society. In
reality, however, the slaves did not readily fall into the role,
staked out for them by the Europeans, as objectified slaves
eager to serve, but recreated and further developed an AfroCaribbean culture in order to establish their own autonomy
and an independent existence.
While the slaves' culture was innovative and helped
establish a separate Afro-Caribbean society that was largely
independent economically and socially, the planter culture
was self-destructive, in that it placed the whites in a position
where any expenditure of hard, physical work, energy and,
it seems, even creative thinking was regarded as denigrating.
The physically inactive life of luxury was not adaptable to
the new social and economic order that emerged, when the
plantation regime based on slavery ended, and there is no
doubt that this contributed to the downfall of the plantation
society on the islands.
By the time of Emancipation, the freed were no longer a
single, united group, however, but consisted of two classes:
1) that of the old free colored, who had adopted a life style
that was similar to that of the old planter class, at least in
appearance, and 2) that of the freed slaves, who had
-18-

developed an Afro-Caribbean culture and society. The later
history of the Afro-American people of these islands was, to
a great extent, a product of the struggle of these two classes
for what they perceived to be a better life.
FOOTNOTES
1 For a brief description of the Scandinavian colonial possessions, which
includes references to English language literature, see Nordstrom
(1986).
2 One of the main reasons why Denmark managed to seize and operate
colonial possessions in distant continents for several centuries was that
Denmark was a small country which presented no serious threat to the
major European powers. This political neutrality, in fact, enabled
Denmark to attract foreign investors to the colonies and establish a
major international trading post in Charlotte Amalie on St. Thomas
(Green-Pedersen 1980. See also Hall n.d.)
3 The importance of trade to the Danish West Indies has been examined
by such scholars as Green-Pedersen (1971, 1979, 1980) and G0bel
1983).
4 The r~le of the governor in the emancipation of the slaves has long
concerned historians (Lawaets 1940; Hall 1976; Green-Pedersen 1988;
Olsen 1987).
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